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MAY 1991
SW91 HATONN
SATURDAY
The soul is willing, the ph sical
rebels. Hatonn -present in &od’s
;;rvice.and seemmgly to bury you
mind-stretching
information
which is totally swamping you
readers.
My first response to
complaints, since I AM the complaint department (see OWNER’S
MANUAL)., is that it is better, for
my office, rf you be swamped than
that we not do our work to our
fullest capability--but I leave that
to the publisher and frankly the
publisher has not known what to
do with all the information.
Let us look at it with some humor-you claim to be a Democracy and
each gets a vote.
Now here is
where democracy, as such, is for
the pits; suppose we all vote--99 to
one to break YOUR neck--how do
ou feel about that? I thought so.
H0, the voting is running at least
80 to one to keep pouring on the
information--I have even been
asked to u the publishing to 3
JOURNAL f (in additio; (5”ofo;
Expresses) per week!
know how to he1 you readers--I
do understand the Poad and perha s
our “editors” (of which we actualPy
have none) could be more selective
regarding that which goes within
the Expresses--but often there is no
way to discern which comes first;
it is as if the world needs it ALL at
once for ALL IS RELATED TO
ALL ELSE. If it gives you readers more balance, Dharma missed
writing
esterday because of a
meeting P required and the pile of
work is bottomless without considering any news or Journals in any
way at all. Moreover--we are going to begin inserting all of
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Sananda’s teachings amon st mine-for your soul needs the gr ruth of
personal spiritualness more than
you need to save your assets. We
will also, as we did with MANSS
REPRINT HIS TEACHINTO
SEPARATELY
JOURNALS FOR THIS IS THE
PATHWAY UNTO GOD.
We are so grateful for your letters
and backup information--my heart
wants to share it all for the answers to so many questions come
forth in correspondence and confirmations of others within the
rou --man is starved unto death
or ruth and information and, yet,
your world is swamping ou m accelerated activities in or 2 er to prevent your havin “time” to consume it. This is 5 ULL INTENT-to consume you before you can
consume information which pulls
you away from the pit planned for
As I read and one letter in
zi$cular
to G&rge touches me
with both humor and gratification
for it is from a dear and devoted
friend who can’t seem to not read
it ALL and yet is running so far
behind that he needs to give “full
time” and do nothing else except
read. Well, now., you need the information for action and yet, if you
are reading all the time it leaves
little time for action--or survival
needs. I understand the light--I
just don’t have answers Por you.
Better ou have the information at
your e7bow than for us ALL to
stand before God and say we failed
to do our job. Every time George
and/or Desiree’ goes forth to s eak
I am filled with compassion Por I
know of their load of trying to sort
enou h to share priority mformation ! or if you begin at the punchline, the joke has to be forfeited
.
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for you are usually given some 15
seconds to 3 minutes to perhaps a
whole 20 minutes to tell the entire
stor of the Cosmos, Universe,
Go (r and Space Brotherhood.
So please, as you peer at your pile
of writings, not even considering
the confirmation material I dump
on you--take a deep breath--hug rt
good and ho e it seeps out and
through and t! en say a prayer for
George and the ones handling all
this material for you would be astounded to find so few doing such
an incredible job, and without everyone pitchin in on mailin s it
could not be %one--I simply i ave
no words to express my appreciation--for these ones have to sit
thrp h lengthy sessions with me
8 en monitor audio tapes in
We used to have a
addition.
meeting every day and now it
dwindles according to need, but
that leaves them with anywhere
from three to six hour; of additional material to handle. By the
way, those tapes are not “secret”,
it is ‘ust that there is little time to
hand 1e them--furthermore,
it is
when I do my best soap-box work,
Just yesterda , Sandy and
Ed.
Rick asked if I wou rd confront, m
public, ones such as Larry Kmg-well, Dharma gets faint of heart
for she knows me well and I, indeed, would find great pleasure in
such a meeting but she has been
the tar et of the bullies. But yes,
it rare By takes more than 30 seconds to come to realization that I
am a masculine energy, a Commander and she, a translator into
English. But ou see, the insults
always go to x e speaker. Sometimes I am amazed that the public
thinks nothing of receiving a phone
call or a radio program and there is
#lO

NO QUESTION WHATSOEVER
AS TO WHO IS ON THE OTHER
END OF THE LINE!
Man’s
sense of “reason” eludes me.

ce tions--we have no basis upon
wRich to either change or continue.

Now, to the point--we are aware
there is much REDUNDANT” (as
you ones tell me) between the Expresses and the Journals and, for
you who are readin both, it is
messy, irritating an cf unnecessary
perhaps--but brothers, ALL do not
read both.
Further, most miss
some information and others simply do not understand nor retain
that which they have just read for
ou have grown accustomed to
iGagmented serials such as “Dallas”
in picture format and no need to
recall. If you don’t get the sequence of events from u start of
your mess through so utions--1
don’t know how in the world you
are going to make it--for the enemy
never rests and yet no one complains that his story never changes
and is repeated over and over in a
thousand repetitions in almost every thing you see and do. When
will God get
ual time for this
political battle o“9 Truth? Your enemy now spouts his incredible antiGod information and voted-in doctrine from your ver
ulpits which
tout to be of God. ki ere is God’s
forum?

This, for instance, would seem to
be nothing of importance but in
view of the fact that Lyndon
LaRouche is in prison because he
dared run for President, hundreds
are DEAD because they have
bucked the “system” and ones such
as Benson are bein brain-deadened for failure to fif e income tax
forms--I feel this is important:

f

Please know that we receive, we
understand and we don’t know
what to do about it, EITHER!
There are as many 0 inions regarding the Journals anB Expresses
as there are people who receive
them--this is WHY, HOWEVER, I
KNOW WHEN
DENOUNCEMENTS COME THAT THE MATERIAL
HAS
NOT
BEEN
READ. MUCH LESS STUDIED,
for ones efforting to not miss a
word-do and are”forced to do so
by time limitations.
But do you
see, if we do of our job--the rest
will fall into order? Frankl , there
simply are not enough Kere at
source to sort repetitions from the
printing and “who” can decide that
which is perfection for “another”?
One Man s discards may be the
very life-saving treasure for anIt is indeed a problem
other!
which we will effort to become
more effective at solving. Above
all, we treasure input and honor
the time it takes to pen letters to us
in order to increase our service for
if you fail to share your own per-

NEIL BUSH

!%%s
%AN%INZ’~F
I%E
OK, REPORT
SAYS--HOUSE
COMMITTEE PROBES FAILED
VENTURE:
Washin on (AP): President Bush ‘s
son Neif drew a sala ,,“f $l&ObK$
as a artner in x ’
money- osing oil compan , in
which he investedless than i 3,ooO,
an internal report by a House
Committeeshows.

f

The report by the stag of the House
Small Business Committee examines the relatimshi between Neil
Bush’s SECOND oi business, Apex
Energy Co. o Denver, and two
venture capitaf firms that financed
it.

f

A cop of the report, which conclude(Ythere is no evidence of illeal or improper conduct in Apex
i nergy ‘s financing, was obtained
Thursday by the AssociatedPress,
lhe venture ca ital firms invested
$2.3 MILLIONpinApex Energy in
May 1989. At the time, they were
controlled by Louis Marx, Jr., an
investor who is a big Republican
contributor and a longtime friend
of President Bush.
Ihe jkns,
Wood River Capital
Corp. and a subsidiary, Brtdger
Capital Corp., were able to draw
on federally guaranteed money.
Rep. Pat Schroeder, D-Cola.,
called the investment “a $2.3 million embarrassment.n
Schroeder said in a statement that
the report, which she had requested in December, indicates “a
shameful abuse of a small business
assistanceprogram
n.
I
.
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Because of the two companies’ serious financial diflculties, the
Small Business Administration recently asked Wood River and
Bridger to sell all their assets, includtng their stakes in A ex Energy, within 30 months. 5l e roceeds will be used to pay batIFthe
agency for the loan guarantees.
lhe report said it is unknown at
this time whether Wood &!ker and
Bridger will be ablelo sell all their
holdtnas andrepav the SBA the

IT IS UNKNOWN HOW MUCH
OF THE
COMPANIES’
INVESTMENT IN APEX ENERGY
WAS FEDERALLY
GUARANTEED MONEY.
WOOD RIVER
AND BRIDGER WERE ABLE TO
DRAW ON A POOL OF GUARANTEED FUNDS AND WERE
NOT REOUIRED
TO KEEP
k;AR;K OFl?l?D;DTHE
INVESTMENT

VENTURES.

Now you tell me, brothers, how
this can be when a man (Bill
Benson) who has no tangible assets
in the first place can end up in
prison with mjections oozing his
ver life from him for not filing
“U&LAWFUL” in&me tax forms;
and this sort of mass deception and
actual mone theft from you-thepeople be Pound “OK” by our
own CONGRESSION$IiS C$IS
MIT-TEES--THAT,
YOUR
GOVERNMENT ’ AND
CONGRESSMEN! Further, I can
guarantee you that at least 98%
of all Americans missed the
above report for it was denied
more than a cou le of mere mentions on TV an B the above copy
was way back within the small
articles within the paper.
Now, I am going to do you in a bit
further in reading and if you are
not irate and burning with contempt for this system of enslavement--I am disappointed. This too,
may be consitlered too lengthy but
I honor the person who has confided in me and cried out for
HELP. This person took his life
and allowed it to be destro ed to
speak out--all the way to x e US
Supreme Court--and was denied
recourse and others who also came
#lO

forward with Truth have
killed, discharged, harassed
silenced. Where else is there
except unto God? And God
it over to me to allow hearing
is the time of Truth!

been
and
to go
turns
for it

I shall delete pertinent information
regarding this erson in point as to
his current Pocation and status
when within the military services.
He had a high and confidential position within the record keeping facilities .
He circulated throu h
some places of high research anf I
honor this lperson and those who
served and gave” with this man of
integrit who has had to witness
hundr ei s of thousands pay the
price of Agent Orange and its
deadly destruction. I AM going to
name other names for if the deceivers and corrupted are not
brought into public view--how else
shall ye stop them?
I think I shall just have the letter
copied, then I ask that the correspondence be given into third arty
hands to be kept in separate ps acement in security--immediately; today!
Quote:
29 April 1991
Dear Brother George Hatonn;
Thank you for your kindness &
thought$dness.
I was employed as an xxxxxx for
the United States Air Force,
xxaxxxx Agency AFAR in February
1967 until August 1983 plus 2
years service connected as an inductee in the Army. Those years
were Aug. 1953 to Aug. 1955.
Sometime in the late 1970’s, I became acquainted with the nation’s
foremost
toxicologists, Albert
Gwinnfrom the chemical laboratory at Hill AFB, Utah (Maintenance Directorate) and a friend
named Robert G. Heidlebaugh,
education function
of
fr
M:?ntenance. Robert said that he
turned in to the Chem Lab a sample of what appeared to him to be
contaminatedsolvents, used to degrease wheels and brakes from the
aircrajt, F-~‘S, etc. Albert identified traces of DIOXANE in the solvents. Because of this determination, Robert was fired and later

emplo ed by a contractor from
PMEt
(Precision Maintenance
Evaluation Lab). In the course of
events, the solvents were heated to
accelerate the degreasing process.
This vaporization of the solvents
converted the DIOXANE from a
TYPE B TOXANE TO T$+E~ A-;
WHICH IS THE ULTIMATE
WORST-THIS
IS DEXlR27U
N IN 5-10 l’m
k
-ding
to Kobert: Ortho D chloro Benzene, when heated, gives off D
Chloro D oxane and solvents were
heated to speed up production.
One day, 15 employees were overcome by fumes and were hauled
out of there.
I was XXX~XXXXT
in the area of
education, and precious metals/hazardous substances, such as
SILVER-CYANIDE used or plating--thisproduct was neitder coded
hazardous or precious and yet, was
both. This was when I became informed that Dioxane was becoming
a problem. I also was m
Base Civil Engineers and discovered that there was a plan to bury
contaminated AGENT ORANGE
(DIOXQNE
r CONT&INAiE
FROM PETROLEUM BASE PRODUCTS) at Hill Range at Lakeside
between Hill AFB and Wendover,
Nevada. They drilled 3 wells la,
fr dee and I 400 fr deep and
burieB the defoliant about 3# deep
and then planned to monitor this
project to determine whether
dioxan would show up in the water
table. Agent Orange was eventually shipped to Johnson’s Island in
the Pacific where it was incinerated--or so they said.
About this time, the Veterans
were showing up with Agent Orange in their systemalong with radiation contamination. I volunteered to have them check me because of the radiation exposure
that I had sustained while at white
Sands & Almagardo, New Mexico.
Because of my concerns and interest in how the Government was
mishandling such matters, Roger
Lowell Stapleton, Resident xxxxx,
Hill AFB was sent in to do a number on me and was later assisted
by Maj. James Tamekazuto get me
fired.
Albert Gwinn was killed and
Robert H. had his house in West
‘.j
.
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Layton burned to destroy all of his
records. I wasfired in xxxxx, 1983
and THAT IS HOW THEY CORRECTED THE PROBLEMS, AND
THEN SIMPLY DENIED IT HAD
EVER EXISTED.
James Stolerow was the Auditor General at the time, Bernard
Gardetto who was second in command and Roger Lowell Stapleton
was romoted to third in command
for tRe fine wav that he covered-up
and handled this corruption for the
Air Force.
Dioxane appeared to be rela22

~a~r~~J$i!i!!

leum re$l;ing a is reporte to be
dificult to get rid of This is the
same product that showed up in
LOVE Canal in Missouri, I think.
Since bein fired in 1983, some
firemen at Hi1PAFB were convicted
for the# on Base while the Security
Police covered for them; then there
was a drug bust, and then thefl of
Air Cra Engines--3 F-16 engines.
I conePuded that management at
Hill could cover anything and everything at the same time the
AFAA, Once of Special Investigation, Inspector General all turned
their heads the other way. I accused m supervisor, Glenn Howe,
of @a ucy
ulently misrepresenting his
time cards, while he took his
daughter, Sally (I think) to the
dentist to have her face repaired.
This was over 20 visits *during
working hours. The I.G., OSI and
R.L. Stapleton all refused to even
investigate--alongwith the “whistle
blowing group *.
I appealed my case all the way
to the so-called self-styledSupreme
Court o the U.S. At each sign@cant e$ ort, I as attackedphysically
and psychical1 --every night. I was
momtored aml a ain attacked as I
commenced this fetter to you. NO
doubt you know what I am’ talking
about. Is it sionic warfare? Or,
what is it? R e computer room at
Utah State Ca itol must be into
people contraP warfare games,
also.
These attacks can easily
trigger suicide--they are very severe.
Back to Dioxane, it is a per$ect
weapon because of the Aircrafr Ex#lO

haust and Catalytic converters on
automobiles. Easily hidden.
. . . . .I need protection and help.
If you delve into this scabby eflort,
you will have to use extreme caution, or I could end up like . . . . . in
the CIA who was going to testi
about sale of arms to the enemy or
Nelson Rockefeller--BOTH Ai
holes in their head.
END QUOTING
I end the quoting for the remainder
of the letter is incredibly sensitive,
pointed and ammunition for destruction. Needless to say the person was denied all retirement benefits and is under attack constantly
b harassment as well as other
p41ysical manners.
As we moved alon in the letter
there is evidence o B bombardment
to the mental rocessin and he I?nally has to cPose, a oKogizing for
the spelling, etc. 8 h, son, you
need not apologize for ANYTHING and know., that as we
move along there will be more and
more daring ones to step forward
and bring this heinous assault
against the human species to a
stop. The weapons are indeed sophisticated and all but impossible
to track and the devastation even
without additional trauma, is absolutely beyond ability to fathom
unless you have been targeted.
Pull in the Light Shield, brother,
and keep it in place--for it is the
only protection against the assault
of the pulse waves to the human
form--for they are tuned to destruct.
I realize that you have asked for no
security, as such, but it is considered and will be attended. Having
gone the route of the courts is, in
itself, the most debilitating of all-to learn there is NO JUSTICE
SYSTEM! I salute you, sir, and
honor you for one more step to inform your fellow-men.
By the way, where the Dioxane
contaminate was placed now shows
high levels of contamination--not
just from the monitor s ot but from
full depth of burial an 1 in ever-extending diameter around the burial
sites (all). This will NEVER be
either contained nor neutralized
and is leaking into the air in con-

stant toxic amounts. God blesses
you, son, and we are grateful for
the opportunity to communicate-we MUST NOT FAIL in our mission! So be it.
Readers this is onl
ONE of
THOUSANDS
UPO&
THOUSANDS OF INCREDIBLE REVELATIONS OF ABUSE AND WE
HAVE
YET
SCRATCH UPON T!HE “g$I
FACE.
I have had several reauests as to
where to obtain “THE AMERICAN CHRISTIAN BIBLE” IT IS
ACTUALLY THE JEFFERSON
BIBLE and many have found it in
bookstores about the country. One
version just brought into my attention is a publication of Beacon
Press, 25 Beacon Street, Boston,
Massachusetts 02 108. This particular book has been ublished in
English, French, Gree lf and Latin.
:b~~~e~~~~~~i~~~%~t~~
church or that one and “where are
the lost ten tribes” etc. I have
trouble with these questions for I
believe if you will go within and
think upon the information we have
“dumped” upon you in far too instant a measure, you will come into
clarity without my giving specifics.
However, allow me to remind you
discerning
process-&AI??wITH
THE LAWS 0~
GOD AND THE CREATION!
Any doctrine that deviates in
teachin from those laws is in error--ei t%er intentionally or in ignorance, but definitely in error.
GOD IS NOT SECRET! GOD IS
FOR &--NO
SELECTIVE ONE
OR TWO, DEACONS OR OTHERWISE; AND NO SPECIAL
DEITY ORGANIZATIONS
OR
CLUBS
WHICH
SET
ONE
ABOVE ANOTHER, NO MATTER
WHAT
SOME
SELFSTYLED MAN “AUTHORITY”
TELLS YOU. YOU NEED NQ
INTERCESSOR--JUST
YOU
AND GOD! I DO NOT CARE
TO TRACE A MAN’S GENEALOGY
THROUGH
ANY
GENERATIONS EXCEPT FOR
EXAMPLE OF TODAY’S CORRUPTION AND YOU CANNOT
KNOW FOR SURE, OF YESTERDAY’S. AGAIN--IT IS JUST
YOU AND GOD, FRIENDS--

AND WHO YOUR GRANDMOTHER, GRANDFATHER, OR
EVEN MOTHER AND FATHER
“WERE” MAKES NO MA’ITER-YOU ARE IN THE IMAGE OF
GOD AND SO SHALL YE END
YOUR EARTH STAY!
I am continual1 asked if there be
“church” reft untouched and
t?iy of God.
Just one--within
thine breast! All things brought
forth in Man’s rules and doctrines
and functional re lations required
“members 8”i ”
for
including
“membership
itsePF
represents
“exclusivity .
God denies NO
ONE! What of tithing? God only
tells you within your heart to return unto him a portion of that
which he has shared with ou.
yO$ N;I!;R
SAI& TOOT&
0

AMOUNT TO THE BUILDING
FUND OR CHURCH COFFERS
RUN BY MEN. TITHING CAN
AS EASILY,
AND SHOULD
MORE ABUNDANTLY BE, BY
A GIVING OF A HAND TO A
FRIEND WHO IS IN NEED--OR
AN EAR TO A PERSON WHO
LONGS TO BE HEARD--AND A
PORTION OF LOVE, ESPECIALLY
UNTO
ONE WHO
PERCEIVES
HE
RECEIVES
NONE--AND ALWAYS IT IS
yNF ;%OL&3LY
,BETWEEN SELF
TIS MAN WHO
DENIES ENTRY INTO THE SECRET TEMPLES AND SPECIAL
PLACES IF YOU DO NOT PAY
DUES--PONDER
IT.
YOUR
AND. IF IT IS OF MAN--IT IS
MOST SURELY NOT OF GOD!
AH. AND THE WAYS OF
DECEPTION ARE CLEVER INDEED!
This one letter from which I chose
the above topics, has over 25 very
thoughtful and oft-asked questions
but I cannot answer them all herein
for I wish to take a couple from
another intensely seeking reader:
Quote: Abortion was called
“murder” in the expresses, and
journals. This uestion concerning
abortion has Been put to many
*channels of various spirit entities“, and AIL o them say it is
NOT “murder”, f ecause the soul
that decides on reincarnation
knows ahead of tim;~hatM$~~~$
to
to occur
(newborn). If it still goes ahead

->
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with reincarnation, then for whatever reason, it needs this experience of abortion for kannic reasons. _ lbe spirits state that if a
soul does not attach itself shortly
afrer being born, the newborn dies,
or it is born stillborn.
If there is anything in error of
whatthese spirit channels say, then
wouldyou please mention what the
error is?
INDEED
I
SHALL,
AND
THANK YOU. AND JUST WHO
“CHANNELS”
ZAIM~FZSBEE AND CHANNEL
FOR WHOM? God has told you
that killing is WRONG! B that
which you have just outlaid P project without hesitation that the
“Channel” and/or “Spirit Energy”
is NOT OF GOD! How can I state
such an emphatic thing? Because
God says that thou shall NOT
murder. How does the one causing
the abortion know of the soul need
of the entity being aborted? Therefore, it matters not in the given instance whether there is consideration of the newly birthed or
aborted fetus/soul.
WHAT OF
THE SOUL INTENT OF THE
ONES DOING THE KILLING-WITH OR WITHOUT SOUL
RESIDENCY--AND WHO BUT
GOD CAN SAY WHEN THE
FETUS BECOMES A VIABLE
SOUL?
I TELL YOU THAT
LIFE BEGINS WITH THE CONCEPTION--AND RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PARTIES IN-

If a person claiming to s eak Truth
and FOR the Lighted !fpirits sent
of God and/or God self, and speaks
that it is alright to break the laws
of God--he/she is simpl NOT OF
GOD! I CARE NOT WHO SAYS
OTHERWISE AND I SHALL
NOT TAKE MUMBLING
“I
WISH IT WERE OTHERWISE”--1
AM SENT FORTH TO BRING
TRUTH
BACK UNTO
THE
PEOPLE AND NO AMOUNT OF
SPOUTING OF THE MOUTHS
OF WOULD-BE AUTHORITIES
TO APPEASE THE “FEELINGS”

OF THE
GUILTY SHALL
CHANGE AN IOTA OF THE
TRUTH OF IT. ABORTION IS
“MURDER”! Now, however, I do
not judge for that udgment comes
between God and IJERPETRATOR
OF THE OFFENSE. Let us just
example herein; suppose old Hatonn said, “sure, it s OK, what is
one more or less soul-dump it,
screw it, dismember that little
bother so no one will be later bothered b it!” WOULD IT MAKE
IT RIE HT? OF COURSE NOT-IT WOULD SIMPLY MAKE ME
A FALSE BRINGER OF THE
TRUTH OF THE LAWS AND I
SHALL NOT SUBMIT TO SUCH
INCREDIBLE LIES. MAN HAS
LIED
TO HIMSELF
LONG
ENOUGH--I CARE NOT WHAT
HE DOES WITH THE TRUTH
FOR THAT IS FOR INDIVIDUAL AND GOD TO DETERMINE--BUT MINE IS TO BRING
TRUTH, WITH THE HOSTS OF
GOD, AND SO SHALL IT BE
TO THE BEST OF MY ABILITY-AND DHARMA AND OUR
OTHER WRITERS SHALL NOT
CHANGE AN IOTA OF IT TO
MAKE THEIR WAY AND OPINIONS A BIT EASIER--ONLY
TRUTH SHALL STAND INTO
AND
WITHIN
INFINITY!
ABORTION IS MURDER AND
IRRESPONSIBLE
BEHAVIOR
COMPOUNDING
ALREADY
IRRESPONSIBLE
BEHAVIOR
WHICH WAS LIKELY ALSO
AGAINST THE LAWS OF GOD
AND CREATION.
2) Concerning abortion, is it
better to force someone against
their freewill to have kids th can
not a#ord to support decent7y, or
just don ‘t want? There are lots of
stories going on today of child
abuse and ne lect, because they
were unwanteB. l’his abuse eventually leads to severe mental, or
physical roblems, and erhaps
crtminal &ehavior in the cRild. In
turn this creates a terrific burden
to society.
Setting aside “rape” as cause for
pregnancy for that will be too
lengthy herein--and right off; it is
also against God’s laws to physically cause abortion even in that
instance for it still requires that the
Mother and those advising her--to
commit murder--not the child--the
Mother.
It all, therefore, boils

down to irresponsibilit and illicit
behavior which caus eg the pregnancy in the first place-why
should an innocent fragment of
God be slain (murdered) by the
very people who conceived it and
gave tt life? Why is it less murder to murder a helpless lifeform
in its very purity than to murder
a child of one or two or 90?
YOU are not given to know the
contract nor the viability of any
‘ally
other-NONE and most es
a “channel” from some ner ulous,
oft-named “Cosmic Conglomerate” has any ability to pronouncement of iving sanction
and OK to mur der or breakage
of any other laws of God and/or
Creation. This is why I tell you
ones, that I have over and over
again offered, to meet with those
“so-called
sPIRITs”
right
through their interpreter “channels” and they run like they are
on fire-away
from me, dc+
nouncing me all the way-but re
fusing to confront the Truth, in
fact.
Let me give you a bit of insight
right here and perhaps it will clarify things for your thinking. There
is child abuse, heinous abuse--and
yes, just the irresponsible use of
the sexual act for all things EXCEPT THE INTENT OF ITS
USE--WHICH
Zs PROCREATION--WILL DESTROY YOUR
WORLD. MURDER WILL NOT
SAVE IT FROM THAT END.
This is EXACTLY that which is
being given unto you by the Evil
Adversary to bring you to’ destruction of your very souls.
He
teaches that these actions are “fine”
and “good” and pours on violence
into our senses until EVERYTHIN% AND ANYTHING is acceptable.
Just as with a child, let us relate
this to the entire of society and
planet structure.
This abuse and
misuse has led society into total
abuse of selves, species and lanet
itself. What is the ultimate pPan of
solution
of the Elite Satan?
MURDER! MURDER OF YOU
EXPENDABLES AND HE WILL
SHOW YOU HOW TO DO IT IN
GREAT AND MASSIVE NUMBERS UNTO SELVES!
IT IS
NOT ONLY A “BURDEN” ON
SOCIETY BUT THE VERY DESTRUCTION OF SOCIETY--

.>
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WI&H 1,s THE INTENT, DEAR
RIGHT OF CHOICE”?
ON INDEED--GOD ALWAYS
GIVES YOU FREEDOM OF
CHOICE, BE YE MALE OR FEMALE AND IF YE CHOOSE
MURDER--TAKE IT UP WITH
HIM BUT DON’T TRY TO
EOONOVDfNCE
HIM THAT IT IS
.
I request that Sananda’s writing
through Drew be placed herein for
careful consideratton for you have
forgotten that which IS responsible
behavior.
Responsibility comes
before the fact of the intentional
error and herein is where the sins
of the fathers and the mothers rest
upon the backs of the generations-failure to teach Truth and encourage responsible behavior brings
you to seven BILLION peo le on a
planet created for 500 MI E LION.
But Man became flesh and, guided
by the King of Flesh (Physical)
brouaht vou to destruction-do not
turn”now, and blame God--FOR
YOU HAVE BROKEN THE
LAWS OF GOD WHO SEES AFTER YOUR IMMORTAL BEINGS FOR YOU SHALL NOT
LAST IN THE FLESH STATE
SAVE A FEW BITS OF TIME.
WHY WOULDST YE MURDER
THE CHILD FOR THE SINS OF
THE TWO INDULGE;IR;INy
IRRESPONSIBLE
PANTS? WOULD IT BE RIGHT
TO INCARCERATE .SAY. A SIX
YEAR OLD CHILD OR EXECUTE HIM IF HE IS INNOCENT
OF ALL KNOWLEDGE AND
YET HIS MOTHER AND FATHER GO FORTH AND KILL,
SAY, EVEN A DOZEN CITIZENS, WHILE PATTING THEM
ON THE HEAD AND SAYING,
“WELL, YOU SAVE SOCIETY
FROM
THE
BOTHER
OF
ANNIHILATING
THEM LATER”? WAS THE CHILD NOT
INNOCENT--CAN HIS DEATH
ABSOLVE THE GUILTY? AH,
BUT ‘TIS THE SAME THAT
THIS SAME SOCIETY
DID
UNTO CHRIST? AND NOW IT
IS WORSE, FOR HE MUST
BEAR THE SINS OF THE
ENTIRE PLANET FOR WHICH
HE DID NAUGHT BUT BRING
THEE LIGHT.
ABORTION OF LIFE--IS MURDER, ANY WAY YOU CUT IT,
SPELL IT OR PRONOUNCE IT--

OR, VOTE-IT-IN! THE PENALTIES FOR THAT BREAKING OF
THE GOD/CREATION LAWS IS
BETWEEN THE BREAKER OF
THE LAW AND GOD/CREATION--BUT IT IS IN NO-WISE-RIGHT! I go back to my example-YOU are in a room, sitting in a
corner--asleep; there are 99 other
people in the room and they look at
you and decide that they don’t
want you for there is one too many
in the room. So, the unanimously
VOTE to slay you, ii ut you woke
up just in time to ob’ect and even
vote. Ah, but too 1ate and they
shoot you through the head--or
slowly dismember you--first your
arms, then our legs then our
head, etc. Ps this not consi 2 ered
murder? At least by YOU? So be
it, pondering is a wondrous thing
as regards the laws of God and
Creation.

of the crew herein--the work is unlimited and I cannot ex ress my
appreciation for that whit fl is given

Will the actions merit thee a stay in
“Hell”? Well, I don’t know what
“Hell” is in your connotation--but I
;$l g?~~xi”nu~~~~~“,~P$

Often ones, includin your Hosts
of God speak about ii e concept of
For many of you
“friendshtp”.
friendship brings to mind vary;
meanin s and experiences.
term oa en holds special meanin
which may be very different wi t%
each of you, considering your experience of understanding relating
to this label.

and Creation, ou shall spend time
in separation Prom God m getting
thine thought processes into correct
attention!
Let us close this Dharma, thank
yoeu fowrl our service and, precious,
r continue to write as
quickly and as much as we can for
it is our task--how it is handled
will have to reside within others-for THIS IS OUR TASK AND
GOD HOLDS NOTHING FROM
HIS PEOPLE--NOTHING!
MY
pGAI:NE
1S;HAT
WE CANNOT
ALL--DIRE3-L~
THINE
WITHIN
THAT, TOO, CAN BE DONE BY
GOD BUT WE ARE NOT GIVEN
TO GIVE GOD HIS GUIDELINES BUT ONLY TO FULFILL
OUR COMMISSION TO THE
OF
OUR
ABILITY.
BEST
SALU. Yes, dear, that means you
DO NOT GET A VACATION
AFTER ALL! You, see, readers-Dharma likes the request for “less”
and so be it.
To you who keep asking “who is
Oberli”?
He is attached to
Dharma, tends all the writing,
notes all the messages, and generally gets no more than 5 to 6 hours
a day, sleep--ever--for the pain of
it. It is the same with all members
6
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~ei!.Zt . ar!l?erZZo~ ‘%on&%
are trying to exist in the) human
state and the bodies become weary
and the heart discouraged at the
mammoth task at hand--but we
shall do it, chelas--WE SHALL
DO IT!
Hatonn to stand-by,
rest. Good morning.

allow us a

SANANDA 5/29/l
FRIENDSHIP AND THE PATH
Greetings, precious Druthea.
I
AM Sananda. I come in the service of Holy GOD/Aton of LIGHT
and to you, my brethren.

First let us define the term friend
as it is given within your own dictionary: ” 1. A favored companion;
intimate. 2. A valued associate or
acquaintance. 3. One with whom
one is united in some purpose,
cause, etc. 4. A patron or supporter. ” You can see that b our
own definition friendship is BP
e med
loosely to mean casual and informal acquaintance or supporter who
ywt; share interests or business
. It can also mean a very
“intimate” companion which one
either
a
imagine
as
could
“sweetheart” or marria e partner
or even a close ersonal $‘platonic”
(purely spiritu a?, or devoid of sensual feeling) companion.
Generally, you ones like to classify
and corn rehend most ever w
into leve‘Is ,or degrees, inc Puding
friendshi . This is usually reasonable as Pong as it is done within
self to allow focused understanding
about your self-created limitations
and as long as it also allows positive focus on what are YOUR priorities, and commitments in service
#lO

to GOD, THE ONE.
Ideally,
ALL “friends” or “associates”
within your circle of experience
must contribute to THE SAME
riorities and focused intent, most
Ii SPECIALLY when the prtorities
and focused intent are CLEARLY
INTENDED TO BE IN SERVICE
TO GOD, to receive maximum
benefit of successful achievement
of defined “goals”. If even ONE
fragment demands an inordinate
amount of energy
from the
WHOLE to achieve self-centered
acknowledgment
and
attention
from THE WHOLE, then THE
WHOLE becomes much lessened
in its abilit to achieve GOD’S will
in balanc eJ harmony. The balance
must be made for the integrity of
urpose to be allowed the most fulFtllment for ALL. We will sug est
Pmd
that ones who continual1
themselves unhap y and un frllfllled
within a focus et unit of beings,
most often display behavior of
what is termed “emotional” manipulation. This means one who, because of intense “negative” perceptions and emotional attachments, often seeks to control or
“manage” others for one’s own
profit or purposes.
For example, by continuous1 complaining about what is THE IIt own
problem(s), blaming another or
others as the “cause ’ and then often seeking sympathy from another
or others to support their opinion
and self-created “victimhood” to
“make it better” for them these
“emotional” manipulatin ones ultimately seek to cause 6:ivision of
the whole. Verbal communication
of true INTENT and clarification
for these ones is not eas , and often they perceive themse 7ves to be
“used” or “victim” of other’s abuse
misunderstanding
directed
or
against them.
So in frustration,
because often ones in their circle of
experience begin to avoid them so
that THEY can accomplish their
own work in service, the emotional
manipulator will vent his frustrations in indirect, but often effective
ways.
Ones in the circle are most often
confused by the “passive-resistant”
or even what is perceived as “lack
of emotional control” behavior exhibited and strive “to make it
better” for the troubled one. This
one has then, of course, ac-

complished what he “needs” and
that is often to be accommodated in
his often desperate need to “be appreciated” and/or to be “center” of
attention and importance, thus diminishing the needs and effectivness of THE WHOLE.
Ultimately, the ones who find overall
fulfillment
within their circle,
must, to preserve the integrity of
focus of the whole in service to
GOD, confront the emotional manipulator honestl
about the behavior and ssib ry suggest the departure of tr is one to work it out”
on his own. It is seldom easy to,
first of all, identify accurately the
problem.
But once it is accomplished with reasonable understanding, then ones must face the
inevitable and that is to decide to
instigate the change necessary to
bring back balance to the whole.
Remember, you can offer your
hand of communication and understanding, only YOU cannot successfully spend energy to “make it
better” for another who is unwillin to face SELF in RESPONSIBl+tITY. These ones most often
wish only to DUMP upon another
self-created “negative’ emotional
attachments wlitch THEY still
continually feed, that they not face
and BE responsible
for the
CHANGE within themselves. The
best and responsible action ou can
do is be direct about YOU d observations to this one and let them
know that you will no longer allow
the behavior to interfere with the
integrity of the work of the whole.
This is much like your current
world situation., and as you can see
lack of integrity, denial of truth
and “allowin ” of unbalanced and
unacceptable %ehavior happens first
within your inner circles of ex erience and then ultimately this Bisease has expanded to most ALL
facets of business and government.
You ones have simply allowed the
unreasonable and intolerable behavior of a very few to bring down
THE WHOLE. This irresponsible
“allowing” must STOP, precious
ones.. .do you understand?
Now what I wish to concentrate on
is the pure and spiritual UNITY of
brotherhood of which even the
word “platonic” does not fully define. I will ask and allow you to
now envision for a moment what
sort of love/ within friendship I am
7
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effortin to describe to ou ones...
Now vh-l AT DO YO 9 FEEL? If
ou were able to tap into that
iiigher concept within you, you
ma feel quite warm and tingl
wi x in, or perhaps a sense of we1rbeing and seremt
closer to GOD? Esl $i~ &iZZ
feel the kind of LOVE which GOD
holds for you...that kind of love
which ones often call Unconditional, meaning NOT limited by
conditions or absolute?
I think,
perha s that a “new” term such as,
ABS B LUTE LOVE, is most appropriate because absolute defined
means, “1. Free from restriction;
unlimtted; unconditional. 2. Complete; perfect.
3. Unadulterated;
pure. 4. Not related to anything
else; inde endent. 5. Positive; cere es, indeed, how does
tain. ”
learnin about ABSOLUTE love
set wi t% you ones? Alright then,
“Absolute Love” is that sort of
LOVE we will e&ision together.
Now in order to become a valued
friend to others, ou must first become a valued ii iend to YOURSELF which GOD within you most
This
wholeheartedly encourages.
you can sa is HONORING ourself as GOII with Absolute E ove,
which then allows ou the freedom
and the grace to Konor (high regard, respect or esteem) AL\oot$.
ers with Absolute Love.
7
Well like all Cosmic
i%%eness
Knowled e and Wisdom worth striving Bor, it means
letting go of limited “altered” ego
perceptions to gain UnderStanding.
Before vou can let these limited
perceptions o, though, you must
recognize w%at thev are and that
they”are actual1 “limited” perception.
Well, cKelas, this is what
makes the “prize” of spiritual creative self-discovery so precious,
that challenge to self of attaining
realization of Truth!
Now the next “concept” that you
must fully understand to enable
you to attain ABSOLUTE LOVE
within your friendshi s with humanity, is THE LA 4 OF ONE.
Meaning you are related to ALL
fragments, seen and unseen of Created of God.
RELATED, WE
ARE ALL RELATED. Fully understanding this concept and truly
LIVING it as well is quite humbling, precious ones, quite humbling and quite wondrous indeed.
#lO

So then, learning to fully comprehend, develop and live TRUE
cosmic friendship and unity with
ALL who choose to acce t our
hand guarantees you your &B
o -authorized “di loma” of raduation
toward ON I?NESS in t%e higher
realms of God.
Now Druthea has long pondered a
line about “love” which was spoken in a movie entitled, “A Love
Story” filmed, I believe sometime
in your late 1960’s. The female
character within this “sad” love
story told her sweethem: “Love is
r;$g;&
tf&;;T g
g$Q&;*
chelas . Does this confuse you?
Do you believe you understand its
meaning?
We will “break” this
statement down in definition that
perha s clarity
can be
accamp Pished for all. Let us first
give definition of the term love as
given in Funk & Wagnall’s Dictionary, ’ 1. A deep devotion or affection for another person or persons.
2. A strong sexual passion for another person. 3. Sexual passion in
general or the gratification of it. ”
Isn’t it interesting that the definition of LOVE you are given begins quite nicely and then erroneously includes SEXUAL activities and feelings. No wonder you
remain
ones
confused
about
WHAT LOVE IS! Certainly the
adversary has “developed” its own
definition of that which IT knows
little about. And most of you ones
have bought this lie going as far as
calling sexual intercourse little pet
terms such as “making love”.
“Making” Love? Do you begin to
see what a ridiculous statement that
is? At the ver least this act of
physical
behavior
is
LUS G
‘making” AND perpetuatin limitation of love expression anB in the
worst cases it is “making” dis-ease
throu h hateful, manipulative, deviant %ehavior intent.
Well then if “sexual fulfillment” be
the wa ones define LOVE within
them tit en certainly ones will find
MANY reasons to say, “I’m
Sorry”! Let us continue defining
“I’m Sorry” is
that statement.
what is termed an apology, which
means, “A statement or explanation expressing regret for some error or offense. ” So then one is
making amends for perceived or
real error or offense committed

against another. First of all, ou
ones have not quite reached P E RFECTION in Love expression and
understanding for THIS LESSON
is one in which MANY of you are
NOW working toward understanding and LIVING during this
time sequence of your development. IF one is able to comprehend and adapt his behavior toward
ABSOLUTE LOVE, then certainly
his “regrets” and “errors” a ainst
self and others become gra 8ually
inconsequential.
Does this sound perhaps a bit
“idealistic” or ideal, meaning, ” 1.
A concept of perfection. A person
or thing taken as a standard of
erfection.
3. A high principle;
Pofty aim. 4. That which exists
only as a concept of the mind. ”
And what think you ones perfection is? Well, is not God/Aton
our
Su reme
Creator,
THE
PERFEC f IDEAL? We’ve said it
more than a few times, EVERYTHING short of GOD is not
p ~~f~~~~,ofo~o~fo~~~p~~
haps. And et each fragment exists express Y as a PART of
GOD/Aton P 6 RFECTION. So in
a sense, we as fragments of THE
ONE have implanted within our
beings by our very Creator, the
Design of Perfection which IS of
Our
Father/Mother
God/Aton.
This is the “IDEAL” by which we
are able to discern and measure our
degree of success in our s iritual
creative manifestation. So tfien we
might suggest a change to that
phrase to read, “ABSOLUTE Love
means never having to say you’re
sorry. ”
Until you ones return to THE ONE
in spuitual perfection, you will
make errors and feel the need and
find circumstances where it is
appropriate to apologize, to God,
to ourself, to another so that
FO ITGIVENESS can be allowed to
manifest the necessary balanced
healing within self.
Your-God
given CONSCIENCE is our guide
within for what is “rig41t” versus
“wrong” thou hts and behaviors
according to t%e Cosmic Laws of
Balance of God and The Creation.
This does not mean that you ones
will not, at times, be able to truly
demonstrate
ABSOLUTE
love
within
our circumstances
and
relations Eips.
Si,mply that you
.
s, .)
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have yet not learned to exist EVERY MOMENT in that s ace of
b&qEof PERFECT, ABS 8 LUTE
Thus IS, as I have explained earlier, what MANY of
you ones are now learning about
accomplishing.. .living
Absolute
Love m a much more magnificent
degree of success than you have
previously accomplished.
May you ones recognize with clarity and understandmg the importance of balanced frtendshi with
one another for mutual ft.11
Pillment
and Joy on your path toward ONENESS. I AM Sananda, One With
God. Thank ou for your attention, chelas. Jh ank you, precious
Druthea, for your service. Salu.
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